370	THE ASUKA AND NARA AGES
This culture came in three great waves—that of the Wei
Tartars and the Sui Dynasty of China (a.d. 386-551) and
of their contemporaries in Korea; that of the efflorescence
of T'ang (618-906); and that of the renaissance of Sung
(twelfth century). It is with the two former that we are
now concerned.
At first the Japanese took with eager hands, and soon
naturalized this Tartar art, making it more delicate and
at the same time more robust. But the second wave, that
of the consummate art of Tfang, set in before they had com-
pleted the task, and they cannot be said to have improved
upon their teachers, who are indeed supreme artists.
If we now consider in detail the masterpieces of Horiuji
we shall see that the architecture of the Kondo is Korean,
but already has a Japanese touch in the entasis of the
columns and the curves of the soaring roofs. The great
triad by Tori the sculptor that stands upon its main altar is
Wei Tartar in inspiration, but has a peculiarly architectonic
quality in its pyramidal form—and the archaic wooden
figure of Maitreya at the little nunnery of Chuguji is an
exquisite expression of Japanese devotion, timeless and uni-
versal in its appeal, at once remote from the world, and full
of compassion for men. How well the sculptor has under-
stood the inner spirit of Buddhism, and with what con-
summate art he has combined realism with idealism. With
what a delicate touch the architect has set his buildings
into the landscape of low hills and dark woods. These—
of the Akusa or Suiko era. For comparison with them we
may choose from the early Nara Age the Yakushiji pagoda
—built in 680, but removed to Nara in 718: the bronze
image of Yakushi, Buddha of Healing, on its altar, and the
murals of Horiuji.1
The pagoda is marked by greater grace and freedom
than its prototype, and towers up to a lovely finial of
bronze angels and heavenly musicians, whose flowing gar-'
ments and scarves form a flaming nimbus.
1 The Musee Guimet has good copies.

